Tests, or Parts of tests, can be created by randomly drawing questions from test pools. Random draws are set up within test Parts making it possible to draw from more than one pool for a specific test or to intersperse random draws with other question creation methods. **Note:** Questions must first be created and placed into question pools before creating the quiz.

In the example below, the test is being newly created via the Sakai assessment builder.

1. Select the **Test & Quizzes** tool.
2. Create an Assessment by adding an **Assessment Title** and selecting **Create**.

3. Select **Edit** for the Part of the test in which you are working. By default, you are working in a Part when you create a test.

4. Under **Type** select **Random draw from question pool**
5. Under **Options**
   a. Enter the number of question and the question pool for the draw.
   b. Decide if randomization should take each time a student takes a test or per student. **Note:** These choices only apply if you are allowing more than one submission for the test.
   c. Enter the point value for questions.
   d. Enter the number of points deducted if an answer is incorrect. **Note:** Leave at 0 if no points are to be deducted for incorrect answers.

6. Select **Save**.
7. In the test, the Part created from the random draw will reference the Pool from which the questions were drawn and the number of questions drawn from the pool.